Off-Script: A Formulaic "Freedom" in Rhythmic Gymnastics' Code of Points
by Christine Mazumdar
Style makes a difficult action into a graceful gesture.… Style is to be courageous without disorder, to give necessity the appearance of freedom.
-Roland Barthes, What Is Sport?
Rhythmic gymnastics is an aesthetic sport predicated on the interrelationship of technical virtuosity and artistic prowess. Fusing together sport and art, the sport borrows techniques from artistic gymnastics, dance, circus, and classical ballet and as such has a complex judging system that divides the evaluative process into "difficulty" and "execution," which includes "artistic faults." One of two all-female Olympic disciplines, gymnasts perform four 90-second routines that incorporate the rope, hoop, ball, clubs, and ribbon, respectively, with musical accompaniment. The juxtaposition of preserving a facade of grace while doing the most impossibly challenging elements with the body is what makes rhythmic gymnastics unique in the field of athletic and aesthetic sport. Imagine an NHL goalie diving to stop the puck. The resulting effect is often impressive, aesthetically pleasing even; however, this is secondary to stopping the puck itself. Montreal Canadiens goalie Carey Price is not awarded further points for how visually persuasive his save is. Conversely, in gymnastics, not only do you have to dive for the proverbial puck, but you also have to consider what angle you are diving at. Does it produce the desired effect for the audience and the judges? Can the judges see my best side from that dive? Have I hidden the pain that it caused me? Did I smile while I stopped the puck? If I haven't considered these questions before the dive, I haven't accurately engaged rhythmic gymnastics' athletic-aesthetic binary.
In accordance with the 2013-2016 rules of the Fédération Internationale de Gymnastique (International Gymnastics Federation; FIG) , rhythmic gymnastics choreography is predicated on the "unity" of this technical-artistic binary; however, the technical and artistic qualities of the choreography are evaluated by two separate judging panels. As such, the development of an elite-level gymnast must consider not only athletic conditioning but also artistic development-becoming an athlete and an artist. The complications and contradictions that arise from trying to quantify the technical (objective) and the artistic (subjective) performed within competitive routines, I argue, is foregrounded by the FIG's 2001 incorporation of the gymnast's "difficulty script," 1 which requires each gymnast to supply a copy of their planned elements to the judges before the competition. Not only are choreographers limited in their artistic freedom by having to incorporate a set list of compulsory elements into each routine, but they also face the added challenge of preserving the semblance of spontaneity in a routine that is being simultaneously read by the judges. What must a choreographer consider when choreographing a routine that will be scored in competition? How does one navigate the boundaries of artistic innovation and compulsory technical elements?
History of the code of points and the script Rhythmic gymnastics' code of points is modified each Olympic cycle; various incarnations of the code have privileged the technical over the artistic, and vice versa. The technical requirements of a routine in the 2013-2016 code are the following: a maximum of nine body difficulties (jumps, balances, rotations), three
The development of an elite-level gymnast must consider not only athletic conditioning but also artistic development-becoming an athlete and an artist. risk elements (large throws with the apparatus), a minimum of one dance step combination, and apparatus mastery (elements of originality with the apparatus-throwing the apparatus with the foot during a cartwheel). While these requirements undoubtedly take up a large segment of the 90-second routine, this is actually a significant shift away from privileging the technical over the artistic. Perhaps the greatest overhaul of the code came in the 2001-2004 code when technical elements became the focus of choreographies. To contextualize the imbalance between the technical and the artistic: while a current routine has a maximum of nine body difficulties, the 2001-2004 code cited more than double this number. Gymnasts sometimes performed close to thirty difficulties in a routine at the expense of any aesthetic or interpretive quality. The slow, lyrical routine virtually disappeared: obtaining points became a formulaic process that did not allow the gymnast to take interpretive time within her technical routine. To choose a slow piece of music and move to its rhythm meant that you might not have enough time to incorporate all of the difficulties. This seems to be in stark contrast to point 2.1.1.2 from the FIG's 2013-2016 "unity of composition" section: "The character of the music should define the guiding idea/theme of the composition, and the gymnast must convey this guiding idea to the audience from the beginning to the end of the exercise" (21).
Before 2001, judges evaluated routines without following along on a planned list of elements, which are written out with symbols. An athlete could modify or change her choreography without penalty as the judges, if they had not seen the routine before, had no way of knowing what was planned. In 2001, scripts were officially introduced into rhythmic gymnastics. Having the judges read the routine during its live performance removed the opportunity for the performer/gymnast to privilege the liveness of the moment. For example, when I used to compete, if I threw my ribbon in the air and I noticed that it went in the wrong direction I could modify my movements and veil these changes from the judges. If I could do something that wasn't planned without error, why should that skill not be rewarded? Ekaterina Shtrevensky, a former rhythmic gymnast and member of the Canadian National Team, discusses in a 2016 interview the effect this has on both the performance and pedagogy of young gymnasts, determining not individual character but a style identified by the team to which they belong and train under.
The script ties the gymnast to a very specific set of elements and on-the-spot improvisation is not emphasized during the training process. This, in combination with routines being created usually by one coach, often leads to a lack of individuality (particularly with younger gymnasts) across different gymnasts' routines. For example, at a competition, without even knowing gymnasts or coaches, it is very easy to see who belongs to which club.
Shtrevensky further notes, though, that exhibition shows, unlike competitions, allow for more individual experimentation and freedom. " [S] everal times I have changed my music right before the show and performed the same base of my routine, but with a completely different style and character that I came up with practically on the spot." She continues, "I do believe that it is very important to develop improvisation skills among all gymnasts, as this is exactly what helps them discover their own style and personality within their routines."
Since the introduction of scripts, elements not declared on these scripts are not evaluated; a gymnast's ability to perform improvisationally has been eliminated. Former Canadian rhythmic gymnast, 1996 Olympian, and current coach and founder of the Okanagan Rhythmic Gymnastics Club in British Columbia, Camille Martens described her recollection of these changes:
Initially with the addition of scripting, we saw RG [rhythmic gymnastics] become very clinical. It often felt cold and mathematical. There were other changes implemented simultaneously 2 so we cannot exclusively say that was the only reason, but it was definitely a strong factor. The athletes at that time had the largest adjustment and had to accommodate the loss of freedom. Prior to scripts, the ability to make fast changes and the use of improvisation had been an asset to any athletes that had an aptitude for it. It was something that had been valued and even trained. Once scripts were introduced this aspect of performance was almost completely forced out.
The 2013-2016 code of points has reverted back to a technical frame more closely resembling the 1980s-fewer technical elements with the body, multiple risk elements with the apparatus, dance sequences. Perhaps the greatest example of how this reshaping of the structure of the routine leaves space for artistic innovation can be seen in Lala Yusifova of Azerbaijan's iconic Charlie Chaplin ball routine 3 from 2013, performed to the main theme from Chaplin's film Limelight. Her playful choreography and dynamic facial expressions were unprecedented, and virtually impossible under the old rules. Coached by Bulgarian Mariana Vasileva, Yusifova's choreography is predicated not on her technical skills but, rather, on the Chaplin theme framing them-quite literally bringing drama to sport.
Artistry: Judges and the audience "The composition should be developed by the technical, aesthetic and connecting elements, where one movement passes smoothly into the next, including contrasts in the speed/intensity (dynamism), amplitude and levels of the movements, performed in relationship with the music" (Fédération Internationale de Gymnastique 21). The "unity of composition" section of the code of points describes the choreographic model as a homogeneous entity that blends together the technical-artistic binary of the sport, and yet the evaluative process is separated into two distinct judging panels: difficulty (the technical) and execution (including the artistic). Even as the choreography of a routine is meant to move seamlessly from one component of the binary to the next, there is never an "Prior to scripts, the ability to make fast changes and the use of improvisation had been an asset to any athletes that had an aptitude for it. It was something that had been valued and even trained." ctr 169 winter 2017
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Moreover, there is a discrepancy between the audience's and the judges' experiences of the performance because of the disruption the judges experience by following the script while simultaneously watching the gymnast. Martens states:
In terms of the experience of the judges, any time your attention is split between paper (eyes down) and athlete (eyes up), you are missing a significant part of the performance. As such, when judging on a D [difficulty] panel, they are most certainly receiving a compromised and incomplete version of the emotional impact of each performance as a complete cohesive routine.
Despite, or perhaps as a result of, the complications that arise from the complex evaluative process and, further, the elimination of the potential for improvisatory freedom with the script, it is the moments in which a gymnast goes off-script that can become the most performatively engaging.
Marina Durunda
In the qualifying round of the 2014 Miss Valentine competition in Tartu, Estonia, 16-year-old Marina Durunda stepped out onto the competitive carpet to perform her clubs routine to Fariborz Lachini's classical lyrical piano piece "Dance of Leaves." However, as Durunda commenced her routine, the music that played in the arena was French jazz/folk artist Zaz's much more energetic "Ni Oui Ni Non," the previous gymnast's music. 4 Without hesitation, Durunda improvised, modifying her choreography on the fly to suit the up-tempo song. Durunda preserved the technical components of her original routine (leaving the script intact) while modifying the dance sequences, facial expressions, speed, and transition elements. Moving fluidly and spontaneously between the two choreographies-the planned versus the live-improvised-Durunda unintentionally privileged the artistic component of her performance over the technical and received praise from the audience as well as the judges, who awarded her a score of 17.45 out of a possible 20. It was the highest mark of the entire competition, and she qualified for the clubs event finals in first place. The following day in the finals, Durunda went on to win the gold medal, this time with her original music and choreography. Yet, interestingly, she earned a lower score: 17.017.
The discrepancies in Durunda's scores can mathematically be traced back to a drop of the clubs in her Lachini performance in the finals; however, I argue that Durunda's aesthetic and emotional impact on the judges and audience helped to solidify her gold medal. Similar to Yusifova, Durunda managed to captivate the audience and judges not through her technical virtuosity but rather through her artistic prowess, which seemed to immediately capture the audience's attention. Unlike the dozens of routines the audience and judges watched that day, each comprising nine difficulties, three risk elements, dance sequences, and apparatus mastery, Durunda's performance with its very visible technical mishap immediately signalled to the audience and judges that they were about to witness something different and unexpected. This was further reaffirmed by the reaction of her coach, Mariana Vasileva, at the start of the performance-Vasileva walked away from her authorized viewing area at the entrance of the competition hall Finally, in what I consider to be the most significant moment of the performance, the ending featured Durunda trying to guess when the unknown piece of music would end, striking three different ending poses in an attempt to match her final movement with the conclusion of the music. Her vulnerability reminded the judges and audience alike of just how challenging it is to modify choreography on the fly in the face of a code of points that awards no points for these improvisational skills.
Alexandra Orlando
In 2007, Canadian rhythmic gymnast Alexandra Orlando was the favourite to win five gold medals at the Pan-American Games in Brazil. Having already set an unprecedented record by winning six gold medals at the 2006 Commonwealth Games in Australia, Orlando seemed poised for gold again until the unexpected happened. During the qualifying round of the ribbon competition, as she was performing to "Do You Only Wanna Dance?" by Julio Daviel Big Band, Orlando's ribbon stick broke midperformance. 5 Similar to Durunda's 2014 performance, Orlando was forced to go off-script and find a creative solution to navigate through the remaining portion of her choreography. However, unlike Durunda's, Orlando's resulting performance had the audience and judges split.
Orlando was cruising through the qualifying round, taking a commanding lead over all of the other competitors. At the midway point of the routine, she performed a risk element: a large throw of the ribbon under which she did three rolls across the carpet. With great speed and precision, Orlando completed the element perfectly, but as she caught the stick of the ribbon, the metal swivel connecting the two detached. Orlando attempted to reattach it to no avail, stopping her exercise momentarily. Deciding in situ to continue, Orlando improvised different ways of holding her broken ribbon, initially folding up the 6-metre-long satin and holding it in one hand while continuing the wrist movements of the stick in her other hand, then swinging the folded ribbon in circles as she continued to perform the remainder of her choreography.
I couldn't hear the crowd, the music, my coach. I was in a daze but didn't even think of stopping. That wasn't in my nature. Within a split second all these thoughts were running through my head, and I gathered up my ribbon and kept going without my apparatus. If I was going down, I was going down in my own style, in my own way.… I only kept moving on instinct. (Orlando 51) While the audience gave Orlando a deafening ovation that nearly drowned out her accompanying music, the judges awarded her a score of zero for completing an exercise with a broken apparatus. Rule 4.3.4 states that "no gymnast or group is allowed to continue an exercise with a broken apparatus" (Fédération Internationale de Gymnastique 6), even though the "unity of composition" section states that "the main objective is to create an artistic image, expressed through the body and apparatus movements and the character of the music" (21).
As no routines are performed without apparatus at the senior international level, the opportunity to see a world-class gymnast jump, pivot, and perform balances without the added challenge of having to manipulate the ribbon was particularly unique and, in Orlando's case, seemed to improve the execution of some of her difficulties. Her final fouetté pivot 6 stands out as she performed more revolutions than usual at a rapid speed with great precision. It is unclear whether the added adrenaline prompted her to perform extra revolutions or whether eliminating the planned corresponding element with the ribbon made the pivot easier to execute.
When the performance ended, the audience was clearly on Orlando's side, but the judges were not. Orlando from the all-around final competition. For an aesthetic sport in which athletes are taught to privilege the performance at all costs, it seems unfortunate that this rule does not support the attitude that "the show must go on." Orlando's improvisation required similar skills to Durunda's: she responded to the defining moment by committing to her performance despite her inability to perform it as planned. While it is understandable that Orlando would not receive credit for the technical elements that she performed while her ribbon was broken or "static," for her not to receive any points for committing to the artistic component of her exercise is an example in which liveness became secondary to the planned. Moreover, not only did Orlando not receive any additional points for continuing to perform to the music, but her points from the first portion of the exercise were retroactively erased.
Looking forward: A new code of points
With the completion of the 2016 Summer Olympic Games in Rio, the current code of points is nearing the end of its cycle. Russian Margarita Mamun prevailed as the Olympic champion, with her teammate Yana Kudryavtseva taking the silver, and Ukraine's Ganna Rizatdinova taking the bronze. Part of the importance of the Olympic venue is to gauge the popularity of the sport; although the Games received criticism for not being able to fill the stands in many sporting events, rhythmic gymnastics was one of the events that was well attended across all three days of competition. In addition to the medallists and the home-crowd favourite, Natália Gaudio of Brazil, the audience in Rio stood firmly behind two other gymnasts of note: Carolina Rodríguez of Spain and Elyane Boal of Cape Verde. At thirty years of age, Rodríguez was the oldest rhythmic gymnast to perform at the event, finishing in eighth place. The audience responded to her maturity and her highly innovative and expressive choreographies. In a similar vein, rounding out the competition was Boal in twenty-sixth place, more than twenty points behind her nearest competitor. The audience erupted by chanting "Cape Verde" after her hoop routine. In a competition that is likely to inform further drafts of the 2017-2020 code, the audience in Rio reminded the gymnastics world that it is not only the technical difficulty of the sport that resonates with the audience.
Looking ahead to a new code of points, I asked Martens what changes could be made to the rules to offer more freedom to gymnasts and choreographers. She replied:
Somehow we have to find a way to truly acknowledge and reward the emotional impact and artistry. In the last cycles, judges have been hesitant to make any (let alone any significant) distinction between drastically varying levels of athletes in terms of artistry. If we don't reward it there won't be a shift. As people in a competitive sport, in the end we almost all succumb to the pressure and desire for the score/rank. When scores start to be affected by the experiential component of true artistry, we will certainly see a broader shift in attention and training to and for that.
It is often the artistic component of the sport that leaves a lasting impression on the audience. Engaging the aesthetic-athletic binary, rhythmic gymnastics' appeal is also derived from the unpredictability of the live moment in which the potential to go off-script reminds the audience and judges alike that the artistic integrity of the performance must be preserved at all costs.
Notes
1 Before the competition gymnasts must submit a difficulty script with their planned technical elements written out in symbolic notation. The difficulty judges watch the gymnast's routine while simultaneously following along with this script.
2 The perfect ten was eliminated as the value of each body difficulty in the code was reviewed and some elements were downgraded to a lower value while others were increased. Greater emphasis was placed on hyper-flexibility, less emphasis on throws with the apparatus.
